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Fig. 1. A heavy concentration of ] ogscing
v/aste in the Douglas fir region.
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PREFACE

The purpose of this paper is: first, to call attention

to the tremendous amount of useable material that is being

left in the woods in the form of logging waste and, second,

to report on various operations that are or have been actively

engaged in waste removal. The utilization of logging waste

not only will prolong the life of the virgin forests, but

will aid in the promotion of better Forestry by reducing

the slash hazard and improving the chances for natural re

generation.
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INTRODUCTION

For years timber operators in the Douglas fir region

have been cutting in what was thought be be an inexhaustable

supply of timber. Because of this apparent excess of timber,

loggers cut freely, removing in most cases only the better

grades of material, leaving much good, sound material in the

form of slash which was not considered economically practical

to remote at the time. However, the end of this old-growth

timber is now in sight, "lore rigid forestry regulation to

prolong what is left will mean a reduction in cut for some

operators and liquidation for others.

There has been a gradual change through the years in

logging methods. New designs in light yarding and loading

equipment are making it possible to remove material from the

woods that was never before thought be be economically

feasable. With market demands greater than ever it is of

the utmost importance that consideration be given to the

poesibil ities that lie in the salvaging of logging waste.



CHAPTER I

MATERIALS AND LOGGING METHODS

Amount and description of the material. Findings of

a survey made by A. H. Hodgson (l) in 1926 and 1927 show

that the annual accumulation of material, (cordwood size

or larger), being left unused after logging in the Douglas

fir region amounts to considerably more than 3*000,000,000

board feet, or more than 6,000,000 cords of sound wood.

This amounts to an average of 21,407 feet b.m. per acre,

consisting of 11,934 feet of Douglas fir, 8,084 feet of

^estern hemlock and white fir, 3^7 feet of Sitka spruce and

1,082 feet of Western red cedar and other species. This

waste amounts to 25 per cent of the volume removed in the

initial logging. It was calculated that about 7 Per cent

by volume of the original stand was left in the form of

badly shattered logs, small tops, slabs, short pieces, logs

containing large numbers of very big knots, very crooked logs,

and material that was considered to have no potential value

and was not included in the survey measurements. The

material which was considered unmerchantable at the time of

the initial logging consisted primarily of blow dov/ns, split

logs, defective logs, broken tops, high stump, and lost logs.
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A survey just completed by the Pacific Range and

Experiment Station (2) at the close of 1945 shows that the

wastage is now 27;:: of the total recoverable volume. See

Table I. The data for the logging waste survey was obtained

by detailed measurements of logging debris on several hun-

dred quarter acre plots. The material was tallied by two

classes of measurements; (1) Scribner log scale in board

feet for standing trees, snags, down trees and log material

which would produce a sawlog with a minimum length of eight

feet and a minimum top diameter inside the bark of eight

inches, containing twenty-five per cent sound material,

suitable for saw milling purposes, and (2) cubic volume

measure in cubic feet for all material, standing or down,

to a minimum volume of one cubic foot, of which 2$% had to

be sound wood.

This cubic volume represents all sizes of material

while board foot measure included only such material suit

able for saw logs to a minimum length of eight feet and

an eight inch minimum top diameter.

The bulk of this waste material was found in the

Douglas fir region namely 4,212 MM board feet per year out of

a total of 4,725 MM or 89.2 per cent of the total. Out of

this 4,212 Ml annual logging residue, 2,682 MM board feet

or 63.7 per cent is in Western Oregon, and 1,53° ;I or 3^*3
per cent is in Western Washington. On the basis of the

1944 volume cut of 11,362 MM board feet plus the material



TABLE I

ANNUAL VOLUME OF LOGGING WASTI

IN THE DOUGLAS FIR REGION

Annual vol . Volume" / acre suit-
Location Annual vol . Annual vol . in cu . ft. ab 1 e for say/ logs

in bd. ft. in cu. ft. / acre Log scale Lbr. tally

Western

Oregon 2,682 1 671,532 M 2,422 8519 9.797

We stern

Washington 1530 - 317,226 ;; 2,801 11,601 33.341

Totals 4,212 MM 988,758



left, (4,212 MM bd . ft.) the total recoverable volume

amounts to 1-5.574 MM board feet.

On an acreage basis the data show that the contents of

sound material suitable for small sawmills in the Douglas

fir region amounts to 9.9^2 board feet log scale, or 11,479

board feet lumber tally per acre; in \7estern Washington

there was found 11 ,601 board feet log scale, or 13,341

board feet lumber tally per acre.

In cubic contents the total volume left annually amounts

to 988,758 M cubic feet in the Douglas fir region, of which

671,532 M cubic feet (averaging 2,422 feet per acre) is in

Western Oregon and 317,226 M Cubic feet (averaging 2,801

cubic feet per acre) is in Western Washington.

It is interesting to note that Western Washington pulp

mills now require approximately 200 :1H Cubic feet of wood

annually in log form, and that the logging waste for that

portion of the state is 317 Hi cubic feet. There is, however,

the question of species involved, as the log volume going into

pulp mills is principally Western Hemlock (77 per cent)

while this species make up only about 34 per cent of the

logging debris in Western "/ashington.

Proposed yarding and loading methods. The possible

yarding and loading methods that might be employed profit

ably will depend upon conditions encountered in each particu

lar operation. It is apparent that profitable recovery

will be realized to a greater extent by employing light

flexible equipment and small crews.
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It has been proposed by Le Doux (11) to use 3O-60

horse pov/er tractors to bunch near the track and load with

a light 20-25 ton crane. To take the place of a crane

others have suggested a light shovel equipped with heel

boom.

A double drum tractor or light gas or deisel yarder

has been proposed in the case of greater yarding distances

on steep and rough ground.

The Soundview Timber Co.(8) is using a portable spar

tree consisting of a 40-foot telescoping steel tube mounted

on wheels.

Both the mainline and haulback pass from the main

power unit up through the steel tube through blocks attached

to the top of the spar.

A new type of loading rig has been designed recently

by A. J. F. Brandstrom of the Crown Willamette Paper Cc.

(See Z7ig.#3 ). This machine is a conventional type of

power shovel mounted on truck wheels, with the main feature

being a revolutionary pair of toothed tongs that are directly

controlled by the loading operator. This machine has an

advantage over the conventional types of loading systems

in that it does not require a pre-designated landing, elimi

nates the need of a torig operator on the ground, has truck

like mobility, and can put out a load of logs four or five

times as fast.
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A conveyor type of loading machine is being used at

Ladysmith which is discussed in detail later on in this

paper.
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Courtesy of Crown
Zellerbach Corporation

Fig. 2. A cold deck on a relogging operation.



CHAPTER II

OPERATIONS ENGAGED IN SAW-LOG SALVAGE

A. Wil 1a.iiette val 1 ey logging company1 s study. A waste

recovery study was made in the fall of 1944 at a logging

company (6) in the Willamette valley.

A recently logged setting calculated to have the

minimum amount of waste material for profitable recovery

was chosen for this study. By choosing such an area it was

assumed that if the study proved practical it could be

applied to the company's entire operation if not to the

whole region.

The timber on this 371" acre setting was felled and bucked

in October and November, 1943• In December 1943 and

January 1944 approximately 100,000 bd. ft. of logs per acre

v/ere removed including all logs which could conceivably

pay their way. In November and December 1944 the experimen

tal relogging of a portion of this setting was undertaken by

contractors. The maximum yarding distance was 500 feet

in contrast to 800 feet used in the initial logging.

The contractor's equipment included a gasoline tractor

(60 h.p.) equipped with double drums holding 750 feet of

1-inch mainline and 1500 feet of 5/8 inch haul back line.

The company furnished special light butt rigging and extra

long 3/4 inch and 7/8 inch chokers. The company rerigged the
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original spar tree and charged the cost against the re

logging job. The contractor's crew included a tractor

operator, a rigging slinger, and two choker setters.

The International, rule (•% inch kerf) was used to scale

the recovered material at the time of yarding with no

deductions made for sound stain. Considerable difficulty was

encountered in securing accurate estimation of defect be

cause most of the yarded Douglas fir material had broken ends.

A check scale showed,(when broken ends were bucked at the

time the logs were loaded our for a mill study), an under-

run of 13 per cent. This underrun was due principally to

reductions made for rots that didn't shov; in the first scale.

The lumber tally at the mill, however, overran the check

scale 6 per cent. The corrections found here were applied

to the original estimate of volume before logging costs were

computed. It was not necessary to readjust the estimates

in volume of the hemlock and cedar. The corrected volumes

of the salvaged material from the 3»55 acre relogged area

are shown in table II.

Size and distribution. With the exception of

slabs (totaling 600 board feet) and pieces of less than 10

cubic foot volume (totaling 605 board feet), all Douglas

fir yarded was considered suitable for lumber production

in a. portable mill. Of a total of 6l ,89c board feet con

sidered suitable for lumber production 48,280 feet was sawn

in a mill test. Material for the mill test also included



TABLE II

VOL OF FOREST WASTE RECOVERED IN WILLAMETTE

VALLEY RELOGGING STUDY

BY SPECIES AND CLASS OF MATERIAL

Percent Percent Vol .
of total of Bd.Ft. / Description of

Tot. Vol. Recovered Cu. Ft. Vol. of Acre Material
Class of Volume D.F. Bd.Ft. Aver. Aver.

Species Material Bd.Ft Cu .Ft. _C ords Diam. Lgth., _ Bd.Ft._ Cu.F t

Douglas Broken 28,745 4,004 50.0 28.6 46.0 l6 17 175 24.7
Fir tops

Conky logs 14,275 1,845 23.l 13.2 22.8 26 28 595 76.9

Windfalls 11,415 1,545 19-3 n-° l8*3 325 ^'?>
Broken & cc _0 ^
split logs 6,130 800 10.0 5-7 9.8 25i? 3iO

Long butts 1,335 170 2.1 1.2

Slabs# 600 79 1.0 .6

2.1 334 42.5

1.0 ^20 15.8

Total 62,500 8,443 105.5 60.3 100.0 17,605 249 33-6
Hemlock Smal^logs ^ ^ — ^ ? ^ ^ 2?.0

"1,1*1 l°V* 1,585 216 2.5 1.6 28 13 396 70.0
T®**3 i4p6 0 2,932 34.0 21.0 4.695 ]63 2B*8

4,180 206 36.2

26,480 221 32.9
Cedar/ Total 14 $?0 2,6l0 30.0 18.7

Total of al " '"*?
species 93,990 13,985 l69«5 100.0

• 7T7^7Tfr"T_to"2 TT of a full circle.•Pieces usually .Wrin., a «... .••««» ol \ to V3^ po]es_
/37 of the 72 pieces of cedar yaii.a
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one hemlock log and nine cedar logs making a total of

5l»270 board feet sawn. The grade recovery in this test

is shown in Table III.

Small hemlock trees which made up 92.6 per cent of the

cubic volume of the 98 pieces of hemlock recovered were

suitable only for pulpwood. The top diameters of these

pieces averaged 9 inches while the butt diameters averaged

13 inches. The average length was 32 feet. All of the

salvaged hemlock, with the exception of the one log used

in the mill test, v/as bucked into four-foot pulpv/ood and

sold on the landing at $7.00 per cord. The cost of bucking

the hemlock into cordwood was approximately $1.00 per cord.

The following products were obtained from the 72 pieces

of cedar recovered:

Poles Feet Lineal, feet

13 40 520
3 35 105
6 30 180
1 25 25

14 20 280

37 1,110

Value-- $.25 per lineal foot less .05 per foot

for peel ing $222.00

37 stubs 12 feet long:. V?lue I3.OO e^ch

less &.60 for bucking and peeling 88.80

125 posts:. Value $.15 each (cutting and

splitting done by buyer) 18.75

Total value of cedar products at landing 1329.55



T^BLE III

LUMBER GRADES RECOVERED

FROl' SALVAGED FOREST

WASTE

13

"rade Footage Percent of Total

B Sc Better 926 1.7

HCtt 943 1.7

«D» 39

Sel. Structural 1.151 2.1

Sel . Merchantable 3,299 6.1

Paras. 215 & 219 3,520 6.5

No. 1 Common 3.412 6.3

No. 2 Common 23,008 42.4

No. 3 Common 13.855 25.5

No. 4 Common ,.3,16,5 7*7

Total 54,318 100.0
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It is anticipated on the basis of this study that an

operator could make 5 turns per hour and 500 board feet

per turn, where conditions were the seme as that of the

study are?.

Table IV which estimates yarding costs is based on this

assumption.

No allowance for road construction, falling, or stump-

age is included in Table IV.

In this sample area there were no standing trees thus

no costs in falling were determined.

The cost of felling cull trees could be reduced some

what if they were felled in the first cutting. This would

not be satisfactory, however, with the smaller understory

trees which would be apt to be broken. Rebucking costs

can be minimized if the rebucking is done at the landing

except in the case of where large roots may be attached.

Equitable stumpage values. In the question of

stumpage allowance two factors must be kept in mind. First,

an allowance for stumpage will permit the leaving of more

cull logs for the salvage operation. Logs which may not be

profitable to take in the initial operation may show a

profit in the secondary operation. There will be fewer dis

agreements over the leaving of cull logs where an allowance

is made for stumpage.

The fact that a high stumpage value on forest waste will

restrict or halt salvaging operations is a second consideration
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TABLE IV

ESTIMATED COSTS OF YARDING FOREST WASTE

Cost per M bd. ft.

Rebucking $.22

Rigging up 27

Yarding (est. hourly production 2500 bd. ft.):

Lab or--4 man crew 5*44 per hour 2.17

S&chine cost--3.125 per hour (incl. fuel, supplies,

maint. & repair, and ownership costs) 1.2 5

Total $3.91

Cost per cord

Rebucking 12

Rigging up 15

Yarding (est. hourly production--4.5 cords . . . 1.90

Total $2.17
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in regard to stumpage. The grade recovery of lumber from

salvaged logs would be the most equitable basis for stumpage

assessment, ly using average grade recovery from No. 1, No.2,

and No.3 logs, a scale could be worked out for application

to salvage logs that would give a fair stumpage return.

Table V shows the values of the material recovered in

the experimental relogging study.

Conclusions of this study.

1. It was estimated that the cost of yarding waste

under similar conditions v/ould be $3*91 Pe^ M board feet or

$2.17 per cord.

2. The margin for converting waste material to primary

products at the landing was estimated at $380 for each acre

relogged.

3. It is believed that with improved efficiency and

reduced labor costs which usually accompany reduced prices,

many companies might permanently incorporate some type of

salvage system.

4. Added values are realized through relogging by

removing much of the slash hazard ^nd creating an excellent

seed bed condition.

The Pacific Mill Company' s study. In the spring of

I.944 Nel s Ohrling and Derrell Brown(3) did some sawlog sal

vage work in the Bear Creek area east of Creswell, Oregon.

Two men were given a logging contract at §14.00 / M bd.



TABLE V

ESTIMATED VALUE OF PRODUCTS DERIVED FROM AN

EXPERT AL RECOVERY OF FOREST WASTE

17

Product

Unit of Est. Val. Total Vr]ue

Quantity Measure / Unit at for Item
the Landing

Lumber

Pulpwood

Cedar pol es

Cedar stubs

Cedar posts

Total value

64.880# M bd.ft. 16.50

34 Cords 7.00

37 Pieces 7.50

37 Pieces 3.00

125 Pieces .15

1070.52

238.00

277.50

111 .00

18.75.

♦1715.77

# This quantity includes the nine cedar logs and one hemlock log cut

in mill test, plus the fir logs that were not cut. Actual lumoer

cut was 54.318 board feet.
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ft. for the salvaged logs in the pond. Their equipment

consisted of a 15 h.p. loader, a small cat which was purchased

by Ohring and Brown to be paid for by the loggers on time,

and various small tools and equipment. On the first setting

worked that spring the contractors averaged 10 M bd. ft.

recovery per acre. The logs averaged 28' in length and 11"

to 12" in diameter at the small end. The minimum top diameter

was as snail as would permit producing a 2"x4".

At the first setting 300 M bd. ft. of logs were recovered

from nearly 40 acres, or an average of nearly 7^ M bd. ft. per

acre. The logs were bucked, yarded, and loaded at a total

cost of $7.00 per M bd. ft. and hauled to the mill at Creswell

for a total cost under $14.00. All recovered logs were yarded

separately from the small stuff, using the former cat roads

and landings of the initial operation. When a load or two

accumulated at the landing, it was hauled to Creswell where

the larger material, which ran high in defect, was squared

up into 8" to 10" cants in a large mill and resawed in a

,ieep-sise mill which also handled the smaller material. This

jeep-size mill is of the American Economy type capable of

handling logs up to 36" in diameter and 18 feet long. It

uses a 50 inch bottom saw and a 36 inch top saw. The head

saw is powered with a 60 h.p. motor and the edger with a

20 h.p. motor. Its production averages 18 M bd. ft. per

day and is operated by a 5 man crew, consisting of a sawyer,

top deckman and pond man, offbearer and edgerman, trimrnerman

and rear edgerman and a man pulling off the green-chain.
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Recovery from the smaller material averaged #1 common

ranging from #3 common up to select merch. Recovery on the

large material averaged #2 common.

Enough profit was made on this relogging operation by

the two man logging crew that they soon paid off their debt

to Ohrling and Brown for the cat and invested in a logging

operation of their own.

Ohrling and Brown are not carrying on any salvage work

at present, but plan to eventually devel ope a portable mill

that can be moved readily from place to place.

Author's proposal s, for salvaging saw-logs. In order to

put relogging on a paying basis the relogging methods must

be adapted to the type of logging show in question.

Mich of the salvabie waste occurs as cull and smaller

sound logs taken from blow downs or from tops. This waste

co-itains a tremendous amount of unmerchantable material

ich would raise the cost of the initial logging. The

author is of the opinion that a portable sawmill outfit,

(such as the American Economy portable mill), mounted on a

type of sled which could be easily drawn about the operation

by a tractor would be practical for relogging many cut-

over areas. The mill could be set up at previously yarded cold

decks of logging waste and could convert small or defective

material into rough lumber or into cants at the landing. By

separating the sound material from the unsound in the woods

a considerable saving in transportation costs could be made.



""•v^t.
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esy of Crown Zellerbach
Jorporti. tlon

UK. ^ • Plan for loading forest waste
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CHAPTER III

OPERATIONS ENGAGED 111 PULPWOOD SALVAGE

The Ladysmith study. The Comox Logging Company (4)

of Vancouver Island, British Columbia, undertook to recover

logging waste from its Ladysmith operation in order to

determine the costs and best methods of handling the material

and to furnish a sufficient supply to warrant the Powell

River Company making test runs in its pulp mill.

Yarding and 1oading equipment used. Due to the

small size of the logging waste, light, fast, mobile yarding

machines y/ere developed in the Comox machine shops. These

machines ?/ere named "peanut pickers", which are none other

than smaller, truck-mounted editions of the railway logger's

"cherry picker".

The drums were pov/ered with a six cylinder Chrysler

industrial type engine equipped with a fluid drive clutch.

The mainline speed was between 325-350 feet per minute. The

yarding unit plus a 28-foot, A-frame boom was mounted on

the rear of an old 5-ton Republic truck with a 15«5 foot

wheel-base and solid rubber tires. The mainline was 9/16

inches, the haulback 5/l6 inches, and the tail block 8 inches.

Since conventional methods of loading the logs did not

appear fast enough to economically handle the salvage material

a conveyor-type loader (5) or elevator was designed by Joe

Cliff, foreman on the Comox Ladysmith operation. This
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conveyor-loader consisted of four conveyor arms, 20 feet

long, spaced eight feet apart and mounted on a 40 foot

sled and powered by a Ford V-8 engine.

Salvage logging waste was roaded v/i th tractor and arch

to the landing, leaving small piles in front of the conveyor.

It was then rolled down against the conveyor chains and was

elevated and dropped on the trucks.

A special bed had to be designed for the logging trucks

since such a great variety of log lengths were involved. Two

timber sticks were hung underneath the bunks of the truck and

trailer upon which were supported extra bunks. The ends of

the bunks were provided with side stakes in order that high

loads could be built.

After the truck had been loaded, the whole load was

wrapped with three wires making a bundle of about 70 pieces.

This bundle was handled as one unit in making up the conven

tional flat boom raft.

Recovery. The material recovered (4) was found to

be about 21 per cent of the total utilized stand with ^QQ to

4,380 cu. ft. being recovered per acre. A large portion of

this material came from small understory hemlock too small

for saw-timber. These were in the form of trees still stand

ing or trees that had been windthrown or pulled down in the

first logging. Other waste consisted of small scrubby

scattered patches of timber, long tops, broken chunks, and

logR that were left behind in the initial operation. The
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material was cut in lengths from 10 to 80 feet and averaged

six inches in diameter at the email end. The greatest per

centage of the waste was hemlock which made up 78 per cent of

the total. Douglas fir made up 1.6 per cent and the remainder

v/as white pine with tome cedar.

Only the fir on the ground is being recovered as it

is not a particularly good pulping species.

Costs. All logging costs were figured on a cubic

foot basis. One faller prepared about 2,030 cu. ft. per day.

Costs per 100 cu. ft. worked out at 67^ to which was added

13^ for scaling making'a total cutting charge of 80^ per 100

cu. ft.. Two yarding methods have been tried. A-frame

yarding to a radius of about 300 feet cost 33.10 per 100

cu. ft.. Of this sum, nearly $2.60 is an operation charge,

the balance covers machine depreciation, wire rope, other

equipment and insurance. Complete utilization by the A-frame

method v/ould involve additional branch road construction

which was calculated to increase the costs another 30^.

Yarding with a tree to a radius of 500 or 600 feet cost 03.60

per 100 cu. ft. of which $3.10 was for operation. Man-day

production was 370 cu. ft. with the A-frame and 275 ou. ft.

with the tree method. Even by the most expensive method,

cutting and yarding costs totaled only $4.40 leaving more

than half of the 09.50 price per 100 cu. ft. available to

cover loading, hauling, booming and towing.

Crown Zellerbach'8 study. The Crown Zellerbach Corpora

tion is carrying on considerable logging salvage of pulp. At
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present this company has two large-scale salvage experiments

underway; one a "clean logging" experiment (8) (9) in the

fog belt area along the coast. Here all material that is

economically possible to move is taken out in the first cut.

The other is a relogging experiment (8) (10) in logged-over

old-growth areas of the recent Ostrander holdings on the

west slope of the Cascades.

Clatsop "clean logging" experiment. The Crown

Zellerbach Corporation (8) found their Clatsop "clean logging"

experiment very encouraging. With some increase in logging

costs about two-thirds of the original volume of usuable

logging waste is removed without seriously affecting t>>e

efficiency of the operation. To attain close utilization in

the woods several obstacles first had to be overcome.

The first of these obstacles was adjustment of the

faller's and bucker's scale on email trees. This difficulty

was overcome by paying on the cubic foot rule.

Another obstacle was the difficulty encountered in the

building up of loads with many small logs. The company found

that staked trucks were the answer to this problem.

The "sinker" problem was the third obstacle. Small hem

lock logs are mostly sapwood and often will sink entirely,

losses were incurred in towing and costs were increased for

failure to meet the minimum footage per raft requirement.

The solution to this was met oy bundling the logs for rafting

and towing. Loads were bundled by tying two or three strands
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of No. 3-gau#e wire around the truck load at the boom. The

entire load was then handled as one log by lifting it off

the truck with the aid of straps and lowering it gently in

the water. As the load settled in the water the bundle

tended to flatten out thus taking out any slack.

The Clatsop County operation has shov/n that in order to

have complete recovery of waste, relogging is imperative. A

survey of an area that was clean logged has shown that there

still remained about 8 cords per acre of usable material.

This material consists of chunks too short to load on the

conventional type of logging truck designed to handle long

logs, or long poles to small in diameter to be held by a

choker and too easily broken in yarding.

Survey of cl ean logged areas. Strip surveys

(9) were made on the cutover lands that were clean logged and

on old loggings to get a comparison between the two methods

of logging. "Clean logging" areas showed that the volume

removed in the initial cut averaged 52.6 M bd. ft. per acre,

the volume of wood left on the ground averaged 8.1 cords

per acre or 4 M bd. ft. per acre. The salvage wood averaged

7.6% of the initial volume removed. Excluding all chunks less

than l6 feet in length, the volume left on the ground averaged

4.5 cords per acre.

By comparison the volume removed in old logging was 30.7

bd. ft. per acre, the volume of wood left on ground 15.4 cords

per acre or 7.7 M bd. ft. per acre. The salvage wood equalled

2$% of initial volume removed, and excluding all chunks less
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than 16 feet in length, the volume left on the ground was

found to be 11.8 cords per acre.

The CI ackamns rel ogging study. This tract (10) is

made up principally of old-growth stands in which there

are two distinct types:, pure Douglas fir at the lower ele

vations and mixed hemlock-Douglas fir at the higher elevation.

Surveys shov/ in 1945 that areas cutover in 1943 and 1944 have

on the ground the following: pure Douglas fir stands 26.2

cords per acre, of which 12.2 cords would make #2 or #3

Douglas fir and hemlock saw-log grades. The hemlock-Douglas

fir stands were found to have 21 cords per acre, of which

11.3 cords would rake '2 or #3 Douglas fir and hemlock saw

log grades (Note: Wood log grades were also included in

above waste estimates), lyie tally of chunks and tops, in

cluded all live, sound, round pieces over 6 inches in diameter

and 8 ft. in length. Any extremely rough or questionable

sound chunks or tops were not tallied. Trees which were

tallied represented a few scattered trees that survived after

logging. The sampled areas did not include any of the cut-

over areas that still contained many live trees.

The following is vn estimate of the salvable material

on the Ostrander tract:

Volume in cords
Pulp Douglas

Acres Species Fir Total
Erom 1943 and 1944

cut-over areas 1,000 26,000 12,000 36,200
From 1940-41-42

cut-over areas 4,200 17,000 57.000 75,800

Total 5,800 43,000 69,000 112,000
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Of the 5,800 acres of cutover land it is believed that

4000-4500 acres can be relogged with cats and the rest

adequately handled by short high-lead systems.

The cutover areas are well developed with four or five

miles of truck roads per section many of which are graveled.

It is calculated that a simple relogging set-up may be exe

cuted, such as cats to be used to skid to roads and landings,

and working ahead and independently of a shovel for loading.

The development and use of specialized 1ogging

equipment. The Crown Zellerbach Company's first effort (8)

in design and construction of specialized equipment for re

logging was a 60 foot steel tower mounted on a tractor. The

tower is hinged so that the upper half may be lowered when

changing landings. Landing change time amounted to one hour

which differed considerably from the spar tree method in

which a great amount of time was consumed in raising and

rigging.

The tower has another advantage in that it operates off

cat roads, thus making it possible to reach all parts of the

cutover area by constructing low cost summer truck roads. An

additional piece of equipment is a tractor with a 11-foot boom

for yarding and bunching logs into cold deck piles.

The experiment. After salvaging about six

million board feet of forest waste in the Clackamas area,

limitations as well as possibilities in getting logging waste

to the mill efficiently and economically are now being

recognized.
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Relogging is done by contractors. The logs are hauled

over the company's road and dumped in the Willamette River

at Canby. Each truck load is weighed on a Fairbanks-Morse

scale and contractors are paid a fixed rate per ton for

falling, bucking, yarding, loading and hauling.

At present there are 8 contractors relogging in the

Clackamas area, some of whom have proven efficient and some

of whom seem to be unable to handle logging waste efficiently

either because of unskilled crews or because they are era-

ploying inadequate equipment. The size of the crew varies

from two to seventeen men and production based on the actual

number of working days has varied for the different opera

tions from two to seven cords per man-day. Since logging

began in October an average of four out of every ten v/orking

days have been lost by the contractors due to snow, wind

storms, high water, slides, machinery break downs, lack of

men, rigging-up or changing landings. This high amount of

lost time is expected to decrease as the dry season approaches.

The relogging is being done with standard equipment.

Nailing and bucking is done by hand and with gas or electric

power saws, yarding is being done with tractors or high-

leads, loading is with swi ging booms or crotchline and

tongs and trucking is v/ith short flat-beds or standard logging

trucks.

The production pace has been greatly reduced by the

loading methods employed. This,. however, is expected to be
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overcome soon by the installation of facilities at the boom

for bundling. This will permit the use of staked trucks

which added to the efficiency of the Clatsop clean logging

operation.

Sorting problem in the woods.. At present the

contractors are rigged up for "hot" logging and consequently

do not have the time to make a close inspection and selection

of material when bucking for lengths and grade, or to sort

by species. Some sorting may be done at the landing such

as loading out saw-logs separately, but the sorting of pulp

species and grades will have to be done at the dump or mill

wherever bundling is the practice.

Pulp yj^ejds. and quality tests of forest waste.

Since lower grades of waste material will have to be utilized

by the pulp mills, pulp yields and quality tests should be

made on the various grades to determine the type of material

the mills can afford to handle. In this respect, the saw

log grading rules are inadequate for defining pulpwood quality.

Sealing forest waste. Board foot scaling of

waste material does not give an accurate measure of wood

substance produced.

The inconsistencies of board measure of the vo,rious

grades of logging waste by net Spaulding scale in cubic

foot yield per thousand feet were illustrated at Clackamas.

For example, the actual yield of one grade was 270 cubic
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feet per M;. while another showed 143 cubic feet with all

grades averaging 222 cubic feet. Both in the Northwest and

in British Columbia the average yield of pulp logs is

about 176 cubic feet per M. These variations constitute a

meaningless and absurd determination of costs, when based

on the net Spaulding scale. The adoption of the Sorenson

rule for scaling and pricing logs 13" and smaller in diameter,

on a cubic foot basis will help to make relogging an economic

reality.

Some observations as to the future of rel ogging..

In Clarence W. Richen' s (8) unpublished paper "The

Utilization of Wood Waste", he states that one can rightly

conclude that industry is still in an era of trial and

experimentation, and that it would be hazardous to forcast

at this time that relogging or other forms of close utili

zation can be applied on a region-wide bases, but prospects

for successful recovery of logging waste in local situations

appear good. In the following he states what is needed to help

this relogging program along:

1. A realistic method measurement of logging waste

for accurate determinations of volume and costs.

2. Nore promotion and development of specialized small-

log equipment for handling forest waste efficiently and

economically.

3. Knowledge of grade recoveries and pulp yields of

various kinds of logging waste.
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4. Better facilities for careful sorting by grades

and species for proper allocation of material to its highest

use.
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Courtesy of Crown Zellerbach Corp.

Fig. 4. A typical truckload of logging waste.
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CHAPTER IV

FACTORS BEARING UPON SUCCESS OR FAILURE

IN SALVAGE OPERATIONS

Existing markets. Although present favorable markets

determine product values (6), it is believed that improved

operating efficiency acquired through experience, and the

reduced labor costs which accompany reduced prices should

enable many companies to permanently incorporate some sal

vage system into their operations. With lower log values

more material will he left in the woods. This fact will not

only improve the prospect of practical salvage operation in

a depressed market, but may improve the efficiency of the

initial logging by permitting all submarginal logs to be

left. From the standpoint of utilization, salvage will

increase in importance in a depressed market.

Flexible yarding methods. The efficiency of the logging

superintendent has been measured almost entirely in terms

of quantity production and low cost per thousand feet of

output(l). This, together with the large trees found in most

stands, sets a premium on the development of huge, high

speed engines which are poorly adapted for handling relatively

small timber.

At present more mobile yarding machines are being de

veloped; the logger now has a variety to select from. These

machines usually driven with gasoline, are designed for

yarding comparatively small timber or timber of mixed sizes.
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Their output is less but under certain conditions they

produce logs more cheaply than the large yarders or skidders

ordinarily used. The lighter machines have a low initial

cost and require relatively few men to operate.

Conversion to primary products in the woods. The con

version of forest waste into primary forest products, such as

pulpwood, lumber, poles, etc. in the woods in order to

reduce loading and transportation costs is fundamentally

sound (6). This step in salvage operations awaits the

development of units which are truly portable, preferably

sled mounted. Not only would this obviate the necessity of

paying transportation costs on the defective portion of cull

logs, but it would permit the packaging of loads to facilitate

handling.

Cpordinatipn of pelogging with initial logging. Proper

coordination of toe relogging with the initial logging will

assure better results from the salvage operation (6). If

relogging follows closely behind the original logging, the

loss through sap rot and worm damage will be minimized.

Interest of_ crew in salvaging oneration. The attitude

of the crew toward relogging will be a factor in making

the operation pay (6). Where the .iob is handled on a contract

basis, the attitude is most likely to be favorable. Nor this,

and other reasons, those who have conducted relogging ex

periments favor contracting the work. The attitude of the

logging superintendent will also be a factor. Fortunately,

logging superintendents in general are now interested in closer
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utilization, if assured that the salvage operation will not

adversely affect their logging costs or log production.
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£
Courtesy of Crown Zellerbach Corp

Fig. 5. Unloading logging waste at the dump.
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CHAPTER IV

BENEFITS DERIVED THROUGH THE SALVAGING

OF LOGGING WASTE

Perhaps the greatest benefit to be derived through the

salvaging of logging waste is the prolonging of the diminishing

timber supply. In part, relogging might be said to disagree

with the old adagei "You C3n't have your cake and eat it."

Another benefit to be derived is the reduction of fire

hazard. The removal of slash by relogging is more beneficial

than removal by fire as slash fires 9ve apt to get out of

hand and cause extensive property damage.

. B. Osborne (4) has said of the "Ladysmith"salvage

operation that the removal of slash by fire might probably

result in a ground cover more hazardous than the present one,

which is composed of much salal. He brought to the attention

the fact that relogging had markedly lessened the resistance

to control and that the fire hazard had further been reduced

by the flattening down of the finer slash material in the

second yarding operation.

Manger by^i tew (7) point out that the resistance to

control is greatly lessened by slash burning, but the rate

of spread is Just as great in a few years than if the area

had been left unburned, and that burning not only involves

an added logging cost, but in some degree is detrimental to

reforestation. Consequently any salvage operation which

would eliminate the necessity of slash burning will be
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generally approved.

Another distinct advantage is seed bed improvement. By

relogging obstacles are removed that prevent much seed from

reaching the ground and some mineral soil is exposed thus

greatly improving chances for natural regeneration and a new

timber crop.

A charge of as high as $»^0 per thousand for slash

removal is added to the price of stumpage by the U.S. Forest

Service. Values to be derived by salvaging logging waste

could be measured in dollars and cents by eliminating the

necessity of this additional charge.
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Courtesy of Crown Zellerbach Corp

Fig. 6. Bundled logging waste ready to go into raft.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary. A recent survey completed by the Pacific

Range and Experiment Station discloses that the amount of

logging waste in the Douglas fir region is still staggering.

The survey reveals the wastage represents 2J% of the total

recoverable volume. The total wastage for Western Oregon

and Western Washington is 4,212 MM bd. ft. annually with

2,682 MM bd. ft. found in Western Oregon. Two classes of

neaeuremente were used in the survey: (1) Scribner log scale

or standing trees, snags, down trees, and log materia]

which would produce a eaw log with a minimum length of eight

feet and a top diameter of eight inches inside bark and
4

having 2J>j£ sound material suitable for sawmill ing purposes,

and (2) cubic volume measure for all materia] standing or

down to a minimum volume of one cubic foot of which 2$% had

to be sound material.

Yarding and loading methods will vary according to each

particular logging shov/. More profitable recovery can be

realized by employing light flexible equipment and small

crews.

In a Willamette Valley lumber company's study it was

estimated that yarding would be $3*91 Per H bd. ft. or $2.17

per cord when relogging under similar conditions. The

margin for converting waste material to primary products at
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the landing was estimated at $3^0.00 for each acre relogged.

It is believed that many companies might permanently incorp

orate some type of salvage system.

Ohrling and Brown carried on a relogging experiment

on their Near Creek area using a two-man logging crew at

a cost under $14.00 per M bd. ft. An average of 7| M bd.

ft. was recovered from 40 acres relogged. The large materia]

was converted into cants in Ohrling and Brown's large mill

and resawed in their .ieep-size mill at Creswell. The smaller

material was taken directly to the jeep mill and processed

with an 18 Mbd. ft. capacity per day. Lumber grade recovery

averaged //l common for the a ill material and §2 common for

the large material.

The Comox Logging Company of Vancouver Island, B.C.

Has carried on quite extensive recovery for pulp. The

principal species recovered was hemlock. Peanut pickers,

tractors, and high-lead were the principal yarding methods

employed on this study. Yarding cost for peanut pickers

amounted to $3*1^ per 100 cu. ft. yarding to a radius of

300 feet. Yarding with, a tree to a radius of ^00 or 600

feet cost $3.60 per 100 cu. ft.

Crown Zellerbach Corporation has two large-scale sal

vage experiments under way. One is a "clean logging" experi

ment in Clatsop County and the other is a relogging experi

ment in Claokamae County. In the "clean Logging" experiment

Crown Zellerbach attempts to take all material that can be

removed economically in the initial logging operation.
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Staked trucks and bundling with Ho. 3 gauge wire are used

to facilitate the handling of the smaller short pieces.

They have found that about two-thirds of the original volume

of logging waste can be removed without seriously affecting

the efficiency of the operation. Survey of clean-logged are* s

ehowe that an average of 52.6 M bd. ft. per acre was taken

in the initial cut and an average of 4 M bd. ft. per acre of

useable materia] was left. The Clackamas relogging area is

made up of two distinct types; pure stands of Douglas fir

and mixed hemlock and Douglas fir. The pure Douglas fir

stands average 26.2 cords of waste per acre and the hemlock-

Douglas fir stands were found to have 21 cords per acre. Of

the 5800 acres of cut-over land it is believed that between

4-000 to 4500 acres can be relogged with tractors and the

remainder adequately handled by short high-lead systems.

The Crown Zellerbach Corporation's first form of specialized

equipment designed for relogging consisted of a 60 foot

tower mounted on a tractor designed for high-lead logging.

An addition*?] piece of equipment was designed for yarding

and bunching which consisted of a tractor with a 11 foot

boom. The relogging is being contracted with the size of

the crews varying from two to seventeen men with standard

equipment used in the Molalla area. At present contractors

are rigged for "hot" logging and consequently do not have

the time to make a close inspection and selection of material

when bucking for lengths and grade. Board foot scaling of
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waste materia] does not accurately measure wood substance

produced. The inconsistencies of board measure of various

grades of logging waste by net Spaulding scale in cu. ft.

yield per thousand feet were illustrated at Clackamas.

Factors bearing upon success or failure in salvage

operations will depend upon the existing markets, type of

yarding methods employed, chances of conversion to primary

products in the woods, coordination of relogging with the

initial logging end the interest of the crew in the salvage

operation.

The salvaging of logging waste is beneficial in that it

reduces the fire hazard, does away with the necessity of

slash burning, improves the seed bed and does not necessitate

the Charge by the Forest Service for slash removal and prolongs

the life of our grov/ing forests.

Recommendations. Where logging waste consists of generally

small material, the new Universal one-man chain saw might

be profitably employed. These machines can be used to

either fall or buck and can maintain an output that v/ould

supply an operation re]ogging 20 to 40 M bd. ft. per day.

In the case of larger material or where there might be a

large contrast in diameter, a two-man type of power chain

saw using a four to six foot blade might be used to advantage

in conjunction with the one-man saw.

The topography of each particular relogging show will

largely govern the yarding method to be employed. It is
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recommended that tractor logging be employed wherever

topography will permit. Low logging cost gained through

faster rigging-up time and small yarding crews gives this

method an advantage over the older conventional ways of

yarding. A 30 to 60 h.p. tractor with dozer blade and

yarding drum would be desirable. In conjunction with this a

three man crew might work out very nicely with two men doing

the yarding and loading and the third man bucking and pinch-

hitting on the loading. A simple loading system using a gin

pole or A-frame powered by the drum of the yarding tractor

would result in a low-cost loading unit that could be used

efficiently in this type of operation. In many cases re

logging areas are located where high-]ead yarding methods

were employed in the initial operation with the roads being

built on the ridges and the topography prohibiting the use

of tractors without additional road construction. It is

recommended that in these areas a high-lead system be used

employing light equipment consisting of diesel or gas donkey

or a double drum tractor. Loading with a crotch line or a

shovel converted type of loader should work very well

with this particular method.

It is recommended that hauling be done with the conven

tional type of logging truck and trailer except in the case

of email timber where staked trucks would be desirable to

handle short pieces and facilitate the building up of higher
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1oads.

It is believed that with the systems mentioned previously,

the operations could be carried on in better harmony if the

relogging was contracted and the operations did not employ

more than two to five men with the operator working along

with his crew.

A portable sawmill unit might be profitably employed

in conjunction with a relogging operation. This practice

would do away with the extra cost involved in handling slab

and defect in the logs as well ae maintaining the efficiency

of the larger mills by not cutting this class of material.

Salvaging should follow the initial logging almost

i ediately in order that the minimum loss will be encountered

because of decay, stain and insects. Exmanination of several

areas (6) indicates that relogging may be practical for one

to two years after the initial logging with a loss of 10 to

20 per cent of the volume of the recoverable material.

The cu. ft. rule (Sorenson) is believed to give more

accurate results when scaling small pieces on a pulpwood

recovery operation.
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